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Abstract. While the Service Oriented Architecture paradigm is beco-
ming mature and e-Services are being made available on the Web, there is
the need for organizing them according to semantic aspects for discovery
purposes. In this paper, we propose an ontology-based method to classify
e-Services into three different layers according to semantic relationships
that can be semi-automatically derived from the e-Service descriptions.
The resulting ontology architecture can be exploited to allow the search
and discovery of services on the basis of the defined semantic relation-
ships.

1 Introduction

The Web is rapidly evolving its functionality from document to service oriented.
E-Services offered on the Web are independently published by different providers
and, according to the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA [8]), users can request
and access a wide variety of e-Services with desired capabilities. E-Services sati-
sfying user preferences and constraints are selected, possibly by means of brokers,
looking for them in a Service Registry. To facilitate service discovery two main
research issues have to be addressed: (i) services organization and classification
according to semantic properties at different levels of abstraction; (ii) service
semantic search on the basis of their essential features.

In this framework, the availability of an e-Service conceptual model and the
construction of e-Service ontologies are particularly relevant.

DAML-S [2] has been proposed in the Semantic Web community for semantic
description of e-Services whose content is expressed in terms of domain concepts
contained in a domain ontology. DAML-S has been adopted in several proposals
in the literature [12–14]. A series of DAML-S weak points due to the imprecise
underlying conceptual model are discussed in [15].

In the Italian MAIS (Multichannel Adaptive Information Systems) project [10]
we have defined a comprehensive modeling approach for supporting dynamic and
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